
Storwize/IBM Technical Validation Report  
Performance Verification  

Storwize appliances, deployed on IBM hardware, compress data in real-time as it is passed to the storage 
system.  Storwize has placed special emphasis on the performance of the storage system with the STN 
product line to ensure that Storwize compression does not impact performance.  This technical report 
describes the tests performed by IBM and Storwize personnel, and the results of each verification test.
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Executive Summary:
With file capacity projected to grow from 10,000 PB in 
2008 to over 62,000 PB in 2012 (55% CAGR) file data 
growth and economic pressures are driving rapid adoption 
of data reduction technologies.  While much of the 
attention around data reduction has focused on backup, 
many businesses are taking advantage of the opportunity 
to apply data reduction throughout the entire data lifecycle.  
Not surprisingly, according to recent research from the 
Enterprise Strategy Group, NAS users are looking for 
features which reduce costs associated with power, 
cooling, floor space, and data footprint:

	 30% of users say they won’t buy NAS without data 
reduction.

	 46% of users say they strongly prefer a solution with 
data reduction. 

Traditionally, the most common form of data reduction 
technology has been deduplication, generally for use 
with highly redundant data sets found in backup-to-disk, 
virtual tape or physical tape library applications.  While 
deduplication provides an acceptable solution for such 
sequential access workloads that are less sensitive to 
performance, deduplication cannot meet the demanding 
requirements of primary storage for random-access, high 
transaction volumes, and high throughput.

Storwize solutions address all the requirements of primary 
storage data reduction, including performance, using a 
purpose-built technology called real-time compression.  
The remainder of this paper details the results of tests 
conducted by Storwize and IBM validating how Storwize 
addresses the key requirements for primary storage data 
reduction, including:

	 Performance: Storwize solutions maintain, or even 
enhance, application performance while reducing 
resource utilization on the storage system.

	 Simplicity: Storwize inline appliances are 
straightforward to deploy and manage.

	 Data Reduction:  Storwize solutions deliver high 
average data reduction rates across all primary 
storage application data types.

	 High-Availability:  Storwize solutions seamlessly 
integrate into high-availability environments.

 

Storwize Overview:
Storwize is the capacity optimization company for primary 
storage. The Storwize family of online data reduction 
solutions helps reduce storage and infrastructure sprawl 
by increasing storage capacity and efficiency - all without 
buying more storage. Leading companies worldwide use 
Storwize to enhance productivity and reduce costs by 
making better use of their existing storage infrastructure.

Our Technology: Real-Time Compression
Traditionally, the most common form of data reduction 
technology has been deduplication, generally for use with 
highly redundant data sets found in backup-to-disk, virtual 
tape or physical tape library applications. Deduplication 
provides an acceptable solution for such environments 
which are characterized by sequential access and less 
demanding performance requirements, but cannot 
meet the demanding requirements of primary storage 
for random-access, high transaction volumes, and high 
throughput.

With over 35 patents, Storwize real-time compression 
is purpose-built for primary storage data reduction. Our 
appliances are an inline, non-disruptive solution for low-
latency, high-performance storage optimization. Our 
solution is based upon several key technology pillars:

	 Real-Time Operation: only Storwize supports 
the performance, throughput, and accessibility 
requirements of business critical primary storage 
applications, including VMware and Oracle.

	 Complete Transparency: Storwize works with any 
vendor’s NAS arrays and supports both UNIX (NFS) 
and Windows (CIFS) protocols. The Storwize solution 
requires no software drivers, and no changes to 
server, application, or storage configurations.

	 Data Integrity: our Data Integrity Assurance 
architecture provides end-to-end verification 
throughout the data path, including fault detection, 
correction, and verification.

	 High Availability: Storwize appliances include fully 
redundant components and deploy seamlessly into 
high availability environments.

Because Storwize operates in real-time, and addresses 
data reduction at the point of origin, less data is physically 
written to disk so storage systems can operate more 
efficiently. Also, by reducing file sizes as data is written to 
primary disk, Storwize data reduction cascades throughout 
the entire data lifecycle as files which are cached, 
migrated, replicated, archived, deduplicated, and backed-
up are now much smaller. Large data repositories may 
also be compressed in-place to free up additional space 
and further defer new storage acquisitions.

Storwize data compression technology is in-line with IBM’s Dynamic Infrastructure Solutions value proposition 
and can increase primary storage capacity and performance while reducing operational costs and footprint.  
This solution is simple to install and manage, plus it supports high availability configurations.     

“

”
Dieter Muenk, IBM Vice President Storage, WW Business Development
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Understanding Real-Time 
Compression Performance 
Intuitively, inserting a compression appliance in the 
data path might seem to introduce risk of negatively 
impacting performance.  In actuality, customer experience 
and performance benchmarks illustrate that storage 
system efficiency is increased, and performance is 
either maintained, or even increased, when the Storwize 
appliance is utilized.  

There are two simple reasons for these performance 
characteristics:

	 With Storwize there is much less data for the storage 
system to process, meaning that more of the data 
can be stored in the storage system’s cache, and 
that there are fewer I/Os for the storage system to 
execute. 

	 Storwize maintains wire speed when compressing 
data, as our solution processes network traffic and 
compression in real time. 

 

To illustrate how Storwize compression increases the 
efficiency of a storage system, consider a simple example 
of a 100GB data set. Without Storwize, 100GB of data 
would be written to disk; it would take a relatively high 
number of disk I/Os to retrieve all of that data set from 
disk; and only a small subset of that data set could be 
stored in the storage system’s read cache.

With Storwize, this same data set would be compressed 
in real-time as it is being written to the storage system. 
Compression rates vary by data type, but for purposes 
of illustration we’ll assume an example with a 4:1 
compression ratio, such that our 100GB data set now only 
requires 25GB of physical capacity on the storage system. 
As the data set is now much smaller, it can be written and 
read from disk with far fewer disk I/Os, and much more of 

the data set can be stored in the storage system’s cache. 
In essence, the effective cache size is increased by the 
amount of the compression ratio – in this case 4X. Such 
substantial increase in effective cache size substantially 
increases the number of times the system can get data 
directly from cache instead of going to much slower 
spinning disk, and helps maximize performance.

Because of the performance benefits associated with 
reading, writing, and caching less data, adding Storwize 
appliances maintains or improves performance, and 
increases storage system efficiency as CPU utilization 
and disk utilization on the storage system are substantially 
reduced.

Test Results: 
To validate and quantify the performance impacts of 
Storwize, a series of tests were performed with IBM 
using key benchmarks that measure response time and 
throughput for various types of workloads.  Validation 
points were chosen that would represent a successful test, 
and details and results of each test are included.  The tests 
included:

	 Ease of deployment:
•	 Connectivity and Transparent Access
•	 Link Aggregation

	 High Availability
	 Compression Rates
	 Performance & Applications Tests:

•	 Copy Tests 
•	 IOzone Benchmark
•	 TPC-C Benchmark
•	 SPECsfs Benchmark

	 Storwize Utilities
•	 Compression Accelerator
•	 Revert

Ease of Deployment 
Data reduction techniques are highly desired with primary 
storage, but it is critical that such solutions do not require 
extensive changes to the existing network and NAS 
infrastructure.  The deployment of Storwize is designed to 
be simple, and transparent to both end users and storage.

Validation points:
	 Simple deployment procedure
	 Easy to use management interface
	 Fully transparent solution

Diagram 1 – IO Performance
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Test description:
	 Configure compression on a pre-wired setup (both 

single interface and dual linked interfaces)
	 Perform tests using the web-based management 

interface (GUI)
	 Create data on the compressed location
	 Verify compression rates
	 Perform management functions using the command 

line interface (CLI)

Test Results:
The Storwize STN systems were deployed in a matter of 
minutes.  Once it was placed between the storage and 
the switch, the Storwize appliance was able to see all 
shares and exports, making it easy to select what data to 
compress.

 

Compression Rates 
Storwize capacity optimization for primary storage 
is based on the ability to provide high levels of data 
reduction in real-time, while providing random access to 
compressed data across a wide variety of different data 
types.

Validation points: 
   			 High compression rates for common enterprise file  
        types, including:

	 Database files: Oracle database files
	 Server virtualization: VMware ESX VMDK files
	 Back office data: Excel, Word, Text, etc.
	 Engineering  Files

  
Test description:

	 Compress a data set
	 Verify file compression rates for all file types

Test results:
	 Database: 89% compression with Oracle database files 
	 Server virtualization: 73%-90% compression with 

VMware ESX VMDK fies 
	 Back office data: 64% compression with file types 

including Excel, Word, Text, and others 
			 				Engineering Files:  60% compression with Cadence 
        data 
 
High Availability (HA) / Recoverability 
In order for a data reduction solution to meet enterprise-
class requirements it must be fault tolerant and recoverable.

Validation points:
	 Transparent solution – no change required in existing 

HA configuration
	 Easy to configure HA auto sync feature
	 Simple HA mechanism

Test description:
	 Configure two Storwize STN appliances in HA mode
	 Create a VIF single on the NAS system where each link 

connects to a different STN
	 Write files to the NAS system
	 Disconnect active Storwize appliance to trigger failover 

to standby appliance, while data is being written to the 
NAS system

Test Results:
	 The STN maintained access to the NAS system as  

the traffic moved from one path to the other

Diagram 2 – Link Aggregation Configuration

 Link Aggregation

Diagram 3 –High Availability Configuration

 HA Environment



Performance Tests – Copy  
(In VMware environment) 
VMware is a server virtualization tool that can be deployed 
on NAS systems using NFS (Network File System)protocol. 
Using real-time compression in VMware environments is 
highly desirable, but not if it degrades performance.

Validation points:
	 Transparent solution – no change required in VMware 

configuration
	 Response time maintained or improved for guest 

OS accessing local (virtualized) disk in compressed 
environment

	 Reduced resource utilization on the NAS system when 
using compressed guest OS

Test description:
	 Test two VMware environments – compressed and 

uncompressed
	 Run standard file copy command from 10 clients 

simultaneously 
	 Record filer utilization during test using ‘sysstat’ 

command

IBM N3300 NAS System Configuration: 
	 12X300GB SAS HDDs
	 2x1GbE Interfaces

 
 

Diagram 4 –VMware Configuration

 

Test results:

	 Copy operation completed 48% faster with Storwize  
as disk and CPU utilization decreased on the NAS 
system. 
 
 
 

Filer Utilization (During Test)

Chart 2 –VMware Test – Filer Disk Utilization

Chart 1 –VMware Test – Filer CPU Utilization

Filer CPU Utilization

Filer DISK Utilization
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IOzone Benchmark Environment

Table 1 –VMware Copy Elapsed Time

With Storwize Without Storwize
Copy Operation 
Time (in seconds) 54 104



Performance Test – Throughput – 
IOzone Benchmark 
IOzone is a file-system benchmark tool that generates and 
measures a variety of file operations.  

Validation points:
	 Verify write (sequential and random) throughput of a 

single Storwize node
	 Verify read (sequential and random) throughput of a 

single Storwize node

Test description:
	 Use IOzone file system throughput benchmark for 

testing all access patterns to data
	 Validate IOzone throughput (KB/Sec) results for the 

following I/O operations:
•	 Sequential - Read / Re-read, Write/ Re-write
•	 Random - Read / Write.

IBM N3300 NAS System Configuration: 
	 12X300GB SAS HDDs
	 2x1GbE Interfaces

Test results:
	 IOzone benchmark measurement using 20 servers 

shows that using Storwize increases throughput on 
average 158% across initial write, re-write, read, re-
read, random read, and random write.

Diagram 5 –IOzone Benchmark Configuration

Performance Tests – TPC-C 
Benchmark (Oracle Environment) 
The Transaction Processing Performance Council (TPC) 
creates a series of benchmarks which measure the 
performance of transaction processing systems.  TPC 
Benchmark C (TPC-C) is the industry’s primary online 
transaction processing (OLTP) benchmark. 

Validation points: 
  					Transparent solution – no change required in Oracle  
        configuration 
  					Response time maintained or improved for queries 
        accessing compressed Oracle instance 
  					Reduced NAS system resource utilization with 
        compressed data

Test description: 
  						Test two TPC-C environments: Compressed and 
        uncompressed 
        •	 Each environment is composed of a single Oracle 
              instance (330GB) 
        •	 Each Oracle instance is accessed by 700  
              concurrent online users 
  					Run TPC-C benchmark on compressed and 
        uncompressed environments 
  					Record NAS system utilization during benchmark  
        using ‘sysstat’ command 
 
Benchmark metrics: 
  					tpmC: TPC-C is measured in transactions per minute 
        (which specifically indicates new order transactions  
        executed per minute) and provides a measure of  
        business throughput 
  					Response time: Measures the average user response 
        time for each transaction 
  					Monitor NAS system CPU and Disk utilization during 
        tests

Chart 3 –IOzone Throughput
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IOzone Benchmark Environment



 
 
Test results:

	 With the TPC-C benchmark, Storwize reduced 
response time, increased throughput, and reduced 
resource utilization on the NAS system.

Diagram 6 –TPC-C Benchmark Configuration

TPC-C Environment Configuration:

Chart 4 –TPC-C Benchmark Results 

Chart 6 –TPC-C Benchmark – Filer CPU Utilization

Chart 7 –TPC-C Benchmark – Filer Disk Utilization

Chart 5 –Transactions per Minute – TPC-C Results

Performance Tests – TPC-C Benchmark  
(Oracle Environment)

TPC-C 700 Users

Filer CPU Utilization - 700 Users

Filer Disk Utilization - 700 Users
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Storwize Utilities 
Storwize provides the Compression Accelerator utility to 
compress data that already exists on storage , as well as 
the ability to access compressed data without a Storwize 
appliance (Revert).

Validation points: 
   				 Simple and fast method to compress existing data 
         using the Compression Accelerator tool 
   				 Ability to decompress data using an external client 
         utility with the Revert tool

Test description: 
	 Run the Compression Accelerator on a directory that 

is included in a compressed share
	 Run the Revert tool on compressed data using a 

bypass connection

Test Results:
	 Compression Accelerator compressed existing data 

on a compressed share, without issue. 
	 Once the data was compressed, the Revert utility was 

used to access the data via a bypass share, going 
around the Storwize appliance, then uncompressed  
to a completely new share. 

 

Performance Test – SPECsfs 
Benchmark 
SPECsfs, provided by the Standard Performance 
Evaluation Corporation (SPEC), is a standard benchmark 
that measures NFS server performance.   
 
Validation points:

	 Verify throughput and response time of a NAS 
storage system connected through a Storwize 
appliance

Test description:

	 Run SPECsfs benchmark with and without the 
Storwize appliance

	 SPECsfs results summarize the server’s capabilities 
with respect to the number of operations that can be 
handled per second, as well as the overall latency of 
the operations

IBM N3300 NAS System Configuration: 
	 12X300GB SAS HDDs
	 2x1GbE Interfaces

Diagram 7 –SPECsfs Benchmark Configuration
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SPECsfs Benchmark Environment

Test results:

	 Storwize improved both response time and 
throughput for NFS workloads as measured by 
SPECsfs.

Chart 7 – SPECsfs Benchmark Results
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The tests run by IBM and Storwize personnel were performed at the Storwize labs.  Filer performance testing 
was completed on the IBM N3300 platform and all tests completed normally.  The test results illustrate that:

Storwize is straightforward to deploy 
Storwize provides consistently high average data 
reduction across various data types. 
Storwize operates transparently in high-availability 
configurations. 

While using Storwize, storage system performance 
increased while significantly reducing disk utilization. 
Storwize consistently increased performance in 
client applications whether measuring file system 
throughput or database performance.

Summary
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